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Jim Stewart

Cull

5

The signs are along the path.
Every few feet, strewn among gravel,
the half-curves of shattered cups’
broken pinks, their blushed
whorls and roundels, split yellows,
or the dark-striped, with banding
thin or thick. These, which housed
soft bodies for the taking, 
are left to ruination. A fragile charm
survives in the smashed colours
– peach orange; green; a browning rose;
impossible shades neither yellow nor pink.
What used to curl inside this light utility
went to the making of song,
to breed more thrushes – flesh
torn from its translucencies to feed
lyrics in the wood.
Unassertive, tender in the grass,
their colours’ modesty is everything
it was cracked up to be. A thrush,
fiercely singular, knows
only the glamour of its sound, 
nourished on obscure
lesser beauties that cannot fly or sing.
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John Quinn Fiona Pretswell

Mithir Naitur Hat

6 7

Ae sweltrie simmer day in Auld Reekie
juist doon thon kenspeckle brae fae Tron Kirk
but fae nae place a gey muckle gou swoops
on a gless on a brod ootside a howff

an gies it ane hell o’ an unco skite
coups an shatters it ower the white cloot
Ashet’s empie syne no efter food here
Whit fashed the gou the day whit fashed it

Onwait lad comes runnin at the stramash
sicht fur drouthy fowk keekin at ongangs
gies a puckle bairns an queans a fleg
loons tae ye’d jalouse wha’ll niver admeet

the smit o’ the dreid an be ill thocht o’
girthie mealie puddin loons ye micht say
Gin gou flees awa doon the Canongate 
tae Knox’s hoose or mibbe Holyrood

Things settle doon mair ashets on mair brods
mair meat ate mair ales swallied mair gab noo
chiels an limmers daunderin up an doon
Craitur’s naitur or has onythin cheenged

My coins rattle in the machine as I pay for my fare into town. 
The early morning school bus run. Over the next few stops 
the kids come streaming on. Chatting to friends, catching up 
on Facebook and football. I’d been one of them once, but 
now, on a rare visit home, my journey was to see if “he”  
would still be there.
 
As the bus slowed at the next stop I could see him. His long 
wool coat warming him against the sleety rain. Collar pulled 
up around his neck. One gloved hand held the silver mounted 
head in the shape of a dragon that topped his umbrella. 
In the other, his leather briefcase. The same hat crowned 
his head. A black felt homburg, shiny with age, with a rich 
silk trim of deep red grosgrain. He placed his pass on the 
machine, nodded to the driver and took his seat. Three rows 
back, window seat – always the same spot. It was unspoken 
knowledge amongst the kids that nobody would ever dare to 
take that seat and all chatter stopped until they were past him. 
He’d always been there except for the odd bank holiday and 
one week in September. 

At first I didn’t pay him much attention. He was just another 
grown up on the bus until one warm day in April. It was the 
holidays, but mum had sent me into town early to buy the 
latest cd of her favourite band. We had planned on going 
together but after a night out with Auntie Mary she had one 
of her migraines. So I was on the bus without the company 
of my school friends. I watched as he boarded the bus and 
took his usual place. His hat was still there despite the 
sunshine. He placed the briefcase on his knee and removed a 
newspaper, an old style broadsheet. With practised dexterity 
he folded it into quarters and began the crossword. We had 
been studying prohibition in history and suddenly before me 
sat a real life gangster. His face shaded by the brim of the hat. 
His silence telling me all I needed to know.



Edward Humphrey

What Nothing Means

8 9

Over the years it was always the same; always the hat, the 
briefcase and the crossword. The coats would vary with the 
weather and the umbrella made its début after the missing 
week in September. I never heard him speak in all that 
time. In my head, the man with the hat had a variety of jobs. 
He went from gangster, to spy, to someone on a witness 
protection programme, to a murderer hiding in plain sight to 
avoid detection. He went with whatever TV show or book I 
was reading. Hero, villain, witness or victim.

Now, this morning, as he reached out and dinged the bell, 
I decided to follow him. The wind was cold after the heat of 
the bus. I almost changed my mind. He turned up one of 
the small side streets off the High Street; an old fashioned 
jumble of shops and offices with flats along the second floor. 
Suddenly he stopped outside a house door. I almost walked 
into him. I pretended to look at my phone and then gazed into 
a shop window. After placing his briefcase down he scribbled 
a note on the newspaper and shoved it through the letter box. 
I wanted to reach in and grab it back. To fill in one small part 
of the mystery. But the brass square clanged and the paper 
thumped to the floor. I stared at the door, willing it to give me 
answers. The man in the hat collected his case and turned to 
me. I moved to let him past but he stood still.

“I complete the downs and my mother finishes the acrosses”. 
His voice was rich and deep with a splash of European 
vowels like the red grosgrain.

And with that he was gone.

‘0’ is the line that surrounds your body,
laid on the page it relaxes to a loop.
The content is determined by context.
Around you, you are the content; 
on the page, the content is paper.

When you hold up your hand 
see the colours of the line;
without it you would fall apart.

In the night, ‘0’ spreads out 
and fills the world with darkness;
in the end, you blend into the line
and fill up the night with yourself. 



Kirstie Allan

my thoughts are stars i cannot fathom  
into constellations

10 11

I.

her eyes are still and bulging, her chest expanding by reflex, 
she doesn’t have a pulse. she’s not there.

i hold my mother’s hand; match her fingertips to mine, learn 
her joints. when i was little i used to crawl into your bed, play 
with your hand, turn the rings on your finger, take them off and 
put them back on.

what you were will never be again.

we say goodbye. nurses we’ve never met before hug us.  
we thank them and i say “nice to meet you” and then frown  
at myself. i cringe again in the lift.

“you sure you don’t want to get a taxi?”

“no, no. i’m fine”, dad says. “it’s dark”.

“the stars are out”. i think about how stars are a shadow you 
can only see in a screencap of a film. the light we see from  
a star could be from a million years ago. it could already be 
gone by the time we see it. “carl sagan said we were made 
in the interiors of collapsing stars”, i say.

in the car i put the air conditioning on. the radio plays  
a song. i can’t remember it. it wasn’t the score for this.  
i put the window down.

“that’s the last time i want to see the inside of a hospital”, dad 
says. 

II.

when we got back from the hospital i didn’t cry. i took bon iver 
out of the cellophane. static overture is one of my favourite 
sounds. i removed some fluff from the needle.

her body is waiting somewhere. the atoms in each hand could 
come from different stars.

she didn’t tell me she was dying. she knew for 6 weeks.

depending on your vantage point, stars flicker on or wink off 
when they die. 

she never told me this was going to happen. she wrapped me 
up in silences. but she miscalculated the pressures silences 
exert upon one another. 

every star lives in a tension between the force that holds it up 
and gravity, the thing that would pull it down.

no watch your posture, no this is what’s happening, no 
questions about who i might become, no distorted bravery, no 
i love you.

III.

i start watching documentaries. i dislike not knowing things. 

sagan looks at us, beyond us, from the 1980s. a star  
could have died a million years ago by the time we see it. 
every time we look at the sky we are looking into the past. 
cosmic paleontology.

outside my window birds scatter themselves across the sky 
like a holy offering

i think about how stars explode and new worlds emerge. 



John Mooney

The Eulogist

12 13

in france they’ve built a telescope at the bottom of the ocean.  
it isn’t pointing up to the mediterranean skies but down, 
through the planet. they’re looking for information about stars 
at the core of the earth. they’re trying to find a pulse and other 
clues that can tell us how the universe came into being.

the events of one star influence a world halfway across  
the galaxy and a billion years in the future.

i turn on my record player and lie down.

“sure some hazardry for the light before and  
thereafter indefinitely”. 

“How long have I been a eulogist? Oh I’ve been one for some 
time now, Inspector. It all started when a friend of mine died. 
His widow asked if I would do a tribute and, of course, I was 
delighted to oblige. After the service, I was approached by a 
dear old lady who asked if I would do one for her husband. I 
was offering my condolences on her loss when she interrupted 
to say that he wasn’t dead yet but she liked to have things in 
order. This remark, innocuous at the time, was destined to 
change my life. 

 “Yes, I do a good business. It’s steady but it can be 
demanding. People can die at the most inconvenient times 
and often, of course, without warning. From the eulogist’s point 
of view the best day to die is a Thursday. A Thursday allows 
the weekend, when most people are available for contacting, 
to collect information, then a couple of days to put the tribute 
together for delivery on a Tuesday or Wednesday. Yes, 
Thursdays are good.

“The information? Well the information gathered would 
include names and phone numbers of the departed’s family 
and friends who may have some little anecdote or other 
that could illustrate some of the characteristics suitable to 
remember them by. I then put some ideas together, meet with 
the bereaved spouse or other family member to agree on the 
shape and content of the tribute. It was only when I started 
advanced booking, to meet market demand I may add, that 
death became more problematic. You see I began to accept 
orders without delivery dates so I had to keep an eye glued 
to the death notices and the calendar for as much warning as 
I could get. Things can pile up if you’re not careful. But then 
I thought, what if you had all the information you required 
before the sad departure? Would that not ease your burden? 
Would that not allow you to maintain the quality standards your 
client’s families have come to expect?
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“I gradually began to seek, discreetly and delicately, the more 
detailed information that might be useful to my purpose as I 
would like you to note that I do not, under any circumstances 
use templates. Unlike some other so-called practitioners, who 
simply fill in the empty spaces as required. I’m sure you’ve 
heard them.

“And so Andrew/William/Fred/Oscar joined the sailing/bowling/
golf/darts club, rising to the post of secretary/chairman/
treasurer/raffle ticket seller until his sad demise last Tuesday/ 
Wednesday/Thursday/week.”

“No. I offer and, I like to think, deliver a quality product tailored 
to the individual. It’s all encapsulated in my mantra that has 
been my guide through the establishment of the business, 
“Know them like their mothers.” 

“Bill? Ah yes, Bill. So sad. His lovely wife Deirdre approached 
me after Owen’s committal. That, if I may say so, was one of 
my best. Deirdre made an appointment, discreetly of course, 
to discuss preparing an AD for Bill. That’s an ’Anticipated 
Departure’. I forget, Inspector, there are some things you  
don’t know. 

“Anyway, I opened up a new case file. That booking coincided 
with a period when the business expanded at an incredible 
rate and my clients were dropping like raindrops. But they 
were dropping off at the wrong times. Stan popped off on 
Saturday morning, Mike in the afternoon, Mabel gave up on 
Sunday then Dave, Pete and Gladys all opted for the Tuesday. 
Well, I can tell you there was a lot of sympathy about but 
none of it for me. Yes, that was a busy time. I can remember 
thinking how much easier it would be if my clients timed the 
call on my services better. I’m having a little joke of course. 
In my business, one needs, but seldom finds, a little humour. 

And a little humour in a eulogy is quite acceptable provided, 
of course, it is in good taste and reflects on some enlightening 
characteristic of the departed. I had developed the SS system, 
that’s ‘Surreptitious Surveillance’, which involves, in addition to 
speaking to his friends and family, the technique of following 
the client around, unobtrusively of course, in order to get to 
know him better. Remember my mantra, “Know them like their 
mothers.” Well ... but now I have a quandary. Can I reveal 
confidential information about a client, albeit a departed one? 
Well, let me put it this way, I found out that, let’s just say, one 
of my clients had secrets...that Deirdre, sorry... that this  
client’s wife would not like to know about and would certainly 
not wish to have included in his eulogy. There, I say no more, 
my lips are still.

“Yes, of course, Inspector, I was coming to Bill. It was an 
unfortunate accident. An unfortunate disastrous mishap that 
will haunt me to the… excuse me, it still hurts. I’ll be fine in 
a minute. Yes, Bill and I had reached the bus stop. He was 
completely unaware of my presence, of course. I had adopted 
the disguise of the French tourist, the one with the beret, small 
moustache and the extended nose-piece, although I am not 
certain that the nose-piece was absolutely necessary. I carried 
a rolled-up umbrella. I was standing behind Bill making a 
pretence of unsticking my jammed umbrella, when the point 
suddenly shot forward, lodging in his nether-regions. At that 
instant Bill’s hands went up in the air. I was puzzled because it 
seemed as if he was hailing an approaching number 72 which 
I knew didn’t stop at this particular stop. Bill lurched forward. I 
was right, the 72 didn’t stop... excuse me...oh dear...oh dear… 
 
“I’m sorry Inspector, what day? A Thursday? Yes, I do believe 
you are correct. Yes, it was a Thursday.”



Alison Bell

Westgate Voices

16 17

1.

I tried to stop my breath, as a dog 
will, to hide its resting place.
We sought the concrete corners of 
the car park, but they came to us there -

gunmen with long strides,
placid, almost, knowing they held 
time to ransom and we would pay
everything to buy it back.

But we did not have the currency.

2.

The boy put roofs on our houses.
His girl studied malaria.
She was going to have a child in
Africa. They died pressed together.

A fruit, shielding a seed.

3.

I was already out the car
so I slammed the door to save my 
father, the poet, and I ran,
I crawled, I pushed myself along

the ground like some low thing in blood, 
and bright glass. He lived articulating 
beauty and the possibilities 
of forgiveness.

I could not save my father.
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“Hey, moon. It’s been a while”, I start. “I don’t think I can 
handle this. I have to put on a brave face for everyone else, 
but just between you and me I want to run away again, like I 
did when I was a kid. I just want everything back to the way it 
was. I need everything to be okay again and for it not to be up 
to me to make it that way”. 

“The moon always listens. The moon understands”. I hear my 
voice from long ago echo in my ears.
 
I had got it off my chest, things finally felt quiet. The world was 
silent and I could feel understanding from the moon. Things 
didn’t feel right but they felt better. Just the same as when I 
was young - it didn’t make the world right but it made things 
better, more bearable.
 
It was in that peace and silence that a melody came floating 
through my head, the one mother would always hum. I didn’t 
know what it was called or where it came from, but it had 
been a huge part of my life. With that melody, the tears came. 
I realised that I would never hear my mother hum her song 
again. We would never enjoy another summer’s day. These 
small thoughts and realisations bring the sadness flooding 
back. She had always been the strong one and now I had to 
try to be strong. All I can think is that I want a hug, the kind 
only a mother can give. The kind that makes all your problems 
go away, at least for as long as the hug lasts. Instead all I 
have is the moon and the cold air. I take a deep breath to stop 
my tears. “I guess I’ll always have you”, I say to the moon. I 
place my hands behind my head and watch the stars. I try to 
remember the constellation names that we had made up as 
kids and add a few new ones.

Kirsty Dickson

The Moon

The moon is huge and full outside my window. The small white 
electric fan turns at a lazy speed, keeping my room cool after 
the hot summer’s day. I am watching a film about some kind of 
crisis or another where some hero with a bad attitude swoops 
in and saves the day, but I can’t concentrate on it. My mind is 
someplace else. Caught up with the moon in space, maybe. I 
need air, real air. I was beginning to feel like I couldn’t breathe. 
I rush down the stairs and to the back door. I unlock it and step 
into the cool summer’s night. A breeze meets me like a friend. 
I step down to the grass that is cold against my bare feet. I 
pace the length of the garden, ducking under the clothes line 
that cuts through the centre. It has been at least half an hour 
of back and forth in the dark with only the moon for light before 
exhaustion spreads from my mind to the rest of my body. I lie 
down in the grass.
 
I think of the childhood years I have spent on this grass, 
soaking up the sun. I remember the water fights that my 
siblings and I had, how my mother would sit on the sidelines 
enjoying the sun but would inevitably get hit. How she would 
pull out the water hose and chase us around the garden with 
it. The memories of the frozen grapes she would bring out and 
the nights we would spend out under the stars flood back to 
me. “The moon always listens”, she once told me when I was 
young and upset about something insignificant. She told me, 
“No matter what it is, if there is something you need to get off 
your chest but don’t want anyone to hear, the moon will always 
listen”. It seems silly now but when I was a kid, talking to the 
moon made me feel better. I don’t know what I need, but all 
these memories make me want to talk to her again.
 



Laura Strathern

Untitled

20 21

And from this distance the dustbins look like gravestones.
I stand on the grass, in the night, with only the dark and the 
chill beside me, the space that should have been filled, empty. 

Where is he?

The blood staining my hands, splattered, and the mud and dirt 
on my jeans are incriminating. I’ll have to wash them. But for 
now, I stare out at the dark and the grass and the gravestones.

Unconsciously, the thumb of my left hand twists between my 
fingers and finds the golden band wrapped around my ring 
finger. Where is he? I want him to be here.
 
No, that’s not what I want. Not here, not like this. The blood 
would make him angry. I lie. It would make him scared. 

The silence and the emptiness choke me, catching in my 
throat like a stone I cannot swallow. There is never any real 
silence, of course: the streetlights and the cars and the drunks. 
But it feels like silence. Dead silence. The vastness of the sky 
and the silent, silent stars suck me up into the gigantic bubble 
of Space, empty of air to breathe and weight to hold me down, 
where I could drift for eternity and never be found. I hate the 
sense of being lost. Why can’t he find me? 
 
There is a circle of them, with wooden benches evenly 
dispersed in between: bench, gravestone, bench, gravestone 
and round and round and round. I’ve spent plenty of time 
sitting next to gravestones. The band on my finger is warm 
against my skin, and warm inside my heart, guarding against 
the chill not caused by wind or cool night air. The ring is a 
part of me, as much as my eyes, my fingers, my lungs, my 
heart… I take comfort from it, and it is as natural to me as 
breathing. So why isn’t he here? If it means so much why isn’t 

Gerard O’Brien

Goodbye Victor

I walk to the window. You walk to the window.

You know why I took this hotel room.

When I go back there, the room is empty.

No pencil-thin man.

No walking distractedly above me, naked, to reach your 
phone.

No more dancing close, closer, drunken kisses.

Your hand-span waist.

Your dark skin on my pale chest, coffee and cream you said.

You walk away.

You got that call.

You dress in pedestrian manner.

I dress resigned.

I walk with you to a bus that comes too soon.

The hotel room is empty.

When I return to the room it is empty.

Where is Honduras anyway?
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When I can no longer see because my eyes are dizzy and 
my head is lost in broken tears I give up my battle with the 
dirt. Hands trembling, I press our ring down into the wound, 
holding it there beneath my palms, feeling the icy burn of it 
against my skin. Then picking up the fistfuls of mud and grass 
I’d discarded I stick them back down, covering both the wound 
in the ground and everything that matters to me. The end 
result is a flattened mesh of green and brown, with flecks of 
red standing out against the rather more orderly and upright 
blades of grass beyond. I don’t notice. My heart is heavy in my 
chest as I walk away.

he with me? He’s spent a fair amount of time sitting next to 
gravestones himself, but for very different reasons. I know he 
still visits his parents. He used to take me with him. He hasn’t 
asked me in a while. 
 
And just like that, the band feels colder. I feel it slipping away 
between my fingers, and all I want is to catch it and never let it 
go. Because it’s mine and it isn’t fair! They aren’t supposed to 
leave! I want to wail and scream and my knees feel weak and 
I think I might be crying but I’m feeling dizzy and disorientated 
and the wetness on my face could be blood. 
 
He won’t forgive me after what I’ve done. I’ll never get him 
back and I don’t deserve to either. I’m not so fucked in the 
head that I can’t tell what I’ve done is wrong. Given the choice 
again, I don’t know that I could react any differently, although I 
know it isn’t worth it - losing him. But I think I knew I’d lost him 
already, and that’s what cinched it, when the realisation came 
crashing down on me. Anger was easier than heartache. 
 
I’ve killed plenty of men before, felt their blood run hot and 
thick, grotesque in its beauty, wearing it like gloves on my 
hands and decoration on my shirt that never quite washed 
away. I’ve felt the rush and the thrill and the high, pumping 
like fire through my body, alighting me and making me alive as 
their lives washed away, leaving them hollow and empty. But 
this time it had been different. 
      
There had been no high, no thrill. There was no beauty in the 
contorted expression, or the lifeless eyes, and the body left 
hollow and empty at the end was my own. And out here alone 
in the night, all that there is to fill me again is anger and pain 
and self-hatred. 
 
I step into the centre of the circle and kneel. Up close the 
dustbins should appear like dustbins. But gravestones still 
dance inside my head. My fingernails sink into the dirt and I 
claw, desperate and frantic at the Earth, digging out its soul. 
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Callum Heitler 

Things to Do Before You Live

This is the waiting room. This is the place you go before 
everything that happens, happens. It is a flat-panelled room 
the colour of newly-settled amber. It is without ornaments 
or furnishing except for a squat, rather uncomfortable 
chair shoved into the corner. You will sit in that chair, as all 
have done before, and all will do after you, feeling slightly 
abashed. This is, after all, the beginning of your life, and 
such a grandiose and important event should, you feel, be 
accompanied by a better chair. 

The absence of doors to the room is noticeable but this does 
not worry you, as you know arrangements will be made. 
Despite the low ceiling, the feel of the room is bigger than it 
should be. The light is dim and you try to make out the shapes 
that seem to rise out of the shadows like filaments of steam, 
but you are soon to give up. 

You wait in your chair, noting with dissatisfaction how the 
coarse wood nips and bites at the naked skin of your back and 
legs. You squirm. You are, of course, completely naked. The air 
is warm and close, and you catch yourself counting the breaths 
as they tumble from your mouth, though you soon realise this 
is merely a metaphor. There are no breaths yet. You stare at 
the pencil outline of your hands as if trying to solidify them by 
sight, as if the act of conception is a simple matter of will.

Time is fermented here, and the longer you wait, the slower  
it seems to pass.

You occupy yourself with reflections on what will be - the 
choices and the possibilities. A life that is still to be lived can 
be many things. You pick at the fragments, digesting and 
considering. You see it all - the shames and triumphs, your 
secrets. Everything is seen as though caught in a blurring 
mirror, insubstantial, hypothetical.

You grow impatient.

When? When? The thought rattles inside a skull not yet born, 
inside a soul not yet tested. Waiting seems impossible. The 
air is too close, enveloping and suffocating. Squirming turns to 
thrashing as time drags on. See-through, you try rubbing and 
scratching your phantom limbs, willing them to be more than 
just hyperbole. But the cling-film body doesn’t solidify.

What if never?

The fear shoots through you like a bullet train. What if there 
has been some sort of mix up? What if the authority decided 
there should be an abortion instead? What if? What if?

The number of what if’s are almost as limitless as the number 
of would be’s. Your pale hands clench and hypothetical sweat 
breaks out across your shaking brow. You sweat so much, 
pools start to form around the legs of the chair. 

You feel swindled, cheated out of the life you knew was yours. 
You stand, begin to shout and curse the authority, but then you 
notice, out of the corner of your eyes, in a part of the room you 
thought you always knew, a door has appeared. 
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Beth McDonough

Elopement

Let’s leave
   cherry confetti, damp stuck on cars,
 swish down the greendeep aisle,
 starting to blue in a haze of bells.
 Brush in the brightness of new brackened lace;
 touch blaeberry shrubs, fine beaded in pink.

Let’s stop,
 eat where king cups bowl gold,
 tread the wild garlic; rub almond scent leaflets of sloes,
 cross veiled falls in the hills,
 uncurl with ribbons of tight spiralled ferns,
 slip through the silence of larch.

Let’s walk
 into summer this spring.

Biographies

Jim Stewart was born in Dundee in 1952, and lectures in the 
English Department at the University of Dundee where he also 
co-teaches creative writing. He has published poems over a 
number of years in Scotland, Spain and Argentina. He is poet 
in residence for Tentsmuir Forest.

John Quinn used to be a teacher - a Scottish English one 
of Irish descent. Now he’s a Tour Guide at Verdant Works 
Museum, a student in the Department of Continuing Education 
at the University of Dundee, and sometime writer of poetry. 
Like a number of his poems, this one started in a pub. It asks 
a question about our impact on Nature

Fiona Pretswell was born and bred in Dundee but has lived in 
Glasgow, Edinburgh, Dublin, Newcastle and Florida. She has 
worked selling jewellery, making pizza, for Mouse and is now  
a civil servant. She loves reading, dancing and sitting in the 
dark with a bag of popcorn, her husband and cat. Four years 
ago she hadn’t written a thing since high school. She joined 
Esther Read’s evening class at the University and now she 
loves to write.

Edward Humphrey is completing his Fine Art Degree at 
Duncan of Jordanstone College of Art and Design having 
previously graduated in English Literature at the University 
of Kent. His artwork consists of audio collages and prints 
that blend visual elements with found stories, speeches, and 
revealing asides. Edward is from Wisbech in Cambridgeshire 
where he first started writing.
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Kirstie Allan is 23 and a poet, cat lady, vinyl lover, coffee 
connoisseur, paper books devotee, comfy jumper aficionado, 
doc martens buff and film/tv junkie. The last line from her piece 
is a lyric by Bon Iver from the song “Beth/Rest”.

John Mooney is a retired FE lecturer, married with a grown-up 
family who have given him six wonderful grandchildren, so has 
plenty of time for scribbling. He is a member of Esther Read’s 
‘Continuing as a Writer’ group in the Department of Continuing 
Education, University of Dundee. His hobbies include long 
distance cycling, golf (without rules) and walking. Long walks 
and bike runs provide inspiration for plots and characters.

Alison Bell is a student on the University of Dundee’s MLitt 
in Writing Practice and Study course and was formerly a 
producer with BBC World Service. ‘Westgate Voices’ tells the 
stories of survivors of the attack on a Nairobi shopping mall by 
al-Shabaab militants, in which 67 people died.

Kirsty Dickson was born and raised in Dundee and is a first 
year student at the University of Dundee, studying Psychology, 
English and History. She has always had a secret love of 
writing and hopes to explore that passion more.

Gerard O’Brien comes from Dublin but now lives by the 
Tay. He once studied Zoology but now works as a landscape 
architect. In 2008 he decided to turn to his first love, making 
art. He often uses text in his practice and this piece was 
originally created as a digital time-based work.

Laura Strathern is a third year Psychology student at the 
University of Dundee. Her piece is the beginning of an 
unpublished novel. 

Callum Heitler lives and writes in Newport-on-Tay. From his 
bedroom he can see the University of Dundee where he is 
studying for the MLitt in Writing Practice and Study. He is an 
enthusiastic writer of big fat fantasy novels and plans some 
day to finish one.

Beth McDonough, having just completed an MLitt, continues 
to find poems whilst walking, swimming outdoors, in 
motherhood and in questions posed by Anglo Saxons. She is 
also a visual artist - this poem is part of a series she made for 
an artist’s book on walking the Rob Roy Way.
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Lindsay Macgregor recently graduated from the University  
of Dundee with an MLitt in Writing Practice and Study. She has 
published poems in a range of magazines, including Gutter, 
New Writing Scotland, and Dundee Writes, and was highly 
commended in the William Soutar Poetry Competition 2013.

Josephine Jules Andrews was born in Dundee, trained in 
Anthropology and Ecology at the University of London and 
Washington University in St. Louis, and lived in Madagascar 
for ten years where she ran an award-winning lemur 
conservation project. She has recently graduated with an MLitt 
in Writing Practice and Study at the University of Dundee 
and teaches two classes in life writing in the Department of 
Continuing Education. She has co-edited Dundee Writes since 
its first issue.

Jennifer Paton is a graphic designer and graduate of Duncan 
of Jordanstone College of Art and Design. She is now based in 
Paisley but will always have fond memories of Dundee. To find 
out more about her and see some of her other projects, visit: 
www.toomanyballoons.com

Editors and contributors may be contacted via:
dundeewrites@dundee.ac.uk

If you wish to sign up to the Dundee Writes mailing list to receive 
information on submission deadlines and launch events, send “subscribe” 
to dundeewrites@dundee.ac.uk.
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